
MULTI FRESH AIR

FREE STYLE
Place it where the odor bothers you！

Photocatalyst Air purifier [ Multi use model］ 

Closets Toilet Shoe Box

Fridge Pet Area Desktops Diaper Bins

Thin and Light

Multi Placement 

When the built-in battery is 
fully charged in ECO mode.

Max. 3-week operation

Fully charged

※ Not all odors have been verified.

Flower pattern

Fish pattern

Clean air, 
Anytime, Anywhere.

Purify with Photocatalyst.

Place it vertical, horizontal, and flat. 
Free to carry around with built-in battery.

KL-G01

※ The effectiveness of this product depends on the size of use space.



Kaltech's Photocatalyst Technology

Photocatalyst technology which differs in 
reducing a variety odors 

Purified Air

●Maintenance ●Specifications

KL-G01
Air purifying method Photocatalyst filter
Power (Main unit) DC5V/ Max.1A
Power (AC Adaptor) ［Input ］AC100-240V/50-60Hz/0.25A ［Output］DC5V/1A
Power consumption Max. 5W
Applicable space Approx. 300L※4

Charging time Approx. 12 Hours※5

Operational time 
(Fully Charged)

［NORMAL mode］Approx.1.5weeks 
［ECO mode］Approx. 3Weeks

Operating temperature range 0℃～40℃
Size （mm） W105 × D88 ×H33
Weight Approx. 350g（Main unit）
Drip-proof and waterproof 
standards Not supported

Accessory Charging USB cable：1piece  AC Adaptor：1 piece 
User Manual：1 copy

When the photocatalytic active material is irradiated with light, it has a strong oxidizing effects. This strong oxidizing capability of the 
photocatalyst can be used to reduce odor-causing substances.※2
* Does not reduce all kinds of odors.

Air Inlet

Air Inlet
Air Outlet

Purified Air

＜M anufac tur er＞ Kaltech Corporation
〒5 41- 0059  Chuo-ku Bakuromachi 3-3-7 Building 
Hirotake, Osaka City, Osaka
www.kaltec.co.jp 

Clean the Air Inlet regularly with a soft cloth. 
Wipe off any stain on the main body with a dry, soft cloth. 
Wipe the surface of the air outlet without pressing hard.

※2 Not all odors have been verified
※3 This is a standard for the area where odor can be reduced to a level that is not bothersome according to our company's 
standards. (Depends on the space used)
※5 Charging time is approximate. may differ depending on the indoor temperature and environment.

Unfiltered Air
Bothering Odor

Carbon 
Dioxide

Water

Strong               
Oxidizing effects

Strong                           
Oxidizing effects

Visible LED Light

*1 Please place it in the fridge above 0°C. DO NOT place it in the freezer.
Please prevent food touch the product directly.

2 31 4 5 6

Visible LED Light

※3 Data is based on test space, not actual use space.
Inhouse test based on  JIS JEM1467.
Evaluation space: 30 L BOX Measurement: GASTEC detector tube 172L

Odor reduction performance※3
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Vertical, horizontal, flat placement
Thin and compact design

“All-circumference wind road design” which inhales air from the 
surroundings and releases purified air even when placed on objects 
or walls. Freely place it anywhere you desire.※1

Pet OdorFood Odors

Toilet  Odors Sweaty Odor

Oil Odor

＜Distributor＞ 

Unfiltered Air
Bothering Odor
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